Morphological effects of monocular deprivation and recovery on the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus in galago.
The effects of monocular lid-suture deprivation on development were evaluated by measurement of cell sizes in the lateral geniculate nuclei of six deprived and three normally reared galagos. In all animals autoradiographic demonstration of the retino-thalamic projections from one eye was used to define the lamination and distinguish the monocular from the binocular segment of the nucleus. Our results indicate that monocular deprivation significantly affects cell growth in both the binocular and monocular geniculate segments, with the greater change occurring in the binocular segment, suggesting that both visual experience and binocular competitive interactions influence geniculate cell growth in these primates. In animals forced to use their deprived eye for 2 months or more by reverse suturing, disparity of cell sizes is reduced in the monocular segment, while differences in binocular segment cell sizes are maintained. Our results also show that monocular deprivation with or without later reverse suture has an unequal influence on different geniculate layers, such that cells in laminae 4 and 5 are not as severely affected as the remaining layers. This differential influence could relate either to the unique pattern of projection of these layers to cortex or to functional differences between layers.